**177774**
**24" Heavy Duty Push Broom**
- 60" metal handle with reinforced thread and hanger tip
- Stiff inner bristles for concrete, asphalt & wood surfaces
- Outer split-tip bristles sweep away fine dirt and dust

**177775**
**18" Heavy Duty Push Broom**
- 60" metal handle with reinforced thread and hanger tip
- Stiff inner bristles for concrete, asphalt & wood surfaces
- Outer split-tip bristles sweep away fine dirt and dust

**177782**
**24" Heavy Duty Push Broom with Squeegee**
- 60" metal handle with reinforced thread and hanger tip
- Built in squeegee for multi-surface flooring
- Stiff inner bristles for concrete, asphalt & wood surfaces
- Outer split-tip bristles sweep away fine dirt and dust

**177778**
**18" Heavy Duty Stiff Bristle Push Broom**
- 60" metal handle with reinforced thread and hanger tip
- Stiff Bristle for sweeping gravel, wet leaves, heavy dirt
- Ideal for outdoor surfaces

**178349**
**15" Heavy Duty Outdoor Broom**
- 47" metal handle with hanger tip
- Use on rough, wet or dry surfaces
- Soft bristles for multi-surface flooring

**178348**
**14" Heavy Duty Outdoor Angle Broom**
- 51" metal handle with foam grip and hanger tip
- Cleans effectively in hard to reach for outdoor places
- Soft bristles for multi-surface flooring
### 177783
**15” Indoor Broom and Handle**
- 47” metal handle with hanger tip
- Ideal for a wide range of cleaning tasks

### 177773
**13” Upright Broom and Handle**
- 51” metal handle with hanger tip
- Ideal for a wide range of cleaning tasks
- Flocked bristles pick up more dust and dirt

### 177776
**9 ¼” Deck Brush and Handle**
- 46” metal handle with hanger tip
- Designed for general outdoor cleaning and is ideal for decks, patios and driveways

### 177772
**12” Angle Broom and Dustpan**
- 59” metal handle with hanger tip
- Cleans effectively in hard to reach places
- Soft bristles for multi-surface flooring
- 12” snap-on dustpan

### 177777
**11½” Lobby Dust Broom Set**
- 34½” metal handle with hanger tip
- No bending, handle length is the same as the lobby broom
- Broom clips to the dustpan handle for easy storage

### 177779
**9” Brush and Jumbo Dustpan Set**
- 12” (W) jumbo dustpan
- Extra-large capacity
- Brush clicks on for easy storage
178350
11½" Heavy Duty Dust Pan
- Extra-large size for collecting swept-up dust, dirt, and other dry debris

178347
12" Heavy Duty Corn Broom Wood Handle
- 6 rows of polyester stitching
- Design for all purpose sweeping both indoor and outdoor

178346
11" Corn Broom Wood Handle
- 4 rows of polyester stitching
- Design for all purpose sweeping both indoor and outdoor

177780
60" Metal Handle
- Replacement handle for brooms

177781
60" Fiberglass Handle
- Replacement handle for brooms

178345
12" Corn Broom Wood Handle
- 4 rows of polyester stitching and 1 wire band
- Design for all purpose sweeping both indoor and outdoor

178344
7" Whisk Corn Broom
- 2 rows of polyester stitching
- Convenient way for quick cleanup for crumbs, ashes, or any dry material
- Built-in handle, chrome cap and hook for easy storage
Effective Merchandising

177784
Broom Merchandising Display

- Pop up display allows for easy and effective merchandising
- Increase product accessibility and attract consumer attention in any desired location
- Holds up to 24 brooms of your choice.